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The psycholcaical component of the response of combat
is
a troublesome
troops to tactical
nuclear warfare
variable which plaoues military planners and commanders
responsible for the preparation of the arme forces for
the eventuality that nuclear weapons might one day be usede
The devastatinq physical effects of
armed ccnflict.
in
the
anOSnuclear
weapons have been extensively documented
biolog.cal response of animals and humans to radiation has
known
is
but very little
also been well studied,
the probable effects of experiencina a nuclear
concerning
and
morole,
stability,
emotional
attack upon the
motivation of soldiers to perform their assioned duties.
The literature addressing this topic has been reviewed and
as
rart
of the Defense Nuclear Agency's
evaluated
A summary of the report
Dose Proaram.
Intermediate
The full
resulting from this effort is presented herein.
are
bibliography
literature review and accompanying
available from the author upon retuest.

Introduction

N

Any attempt at predicting the response of combat personnel to
with tactical nuclear warfare must deal
the threats associated
the
One concerns
problems.
with two separate but interrelated
of
capabilities
performance
and
mental
physical
the
of
assessment
that
weapons
attack;
a
nuclear
individuals who have experienced
the capacity of individuals to function and carry out their
is,
normal

,

euties

followina

exposure

to

the

rang-,,e

of

eoses

of

ionizing

The
nuclear environment.
in the tactical
radiation expected
stability
second problem concerns the assessment of the emotional
and willingness of individuals to perform their duties folowina
Even under the
an attack given that they possess the capability.
aiven qood leadership and traininn, the
best of circumstances,
with
their
combat effectiveness of soldiers is higblv correlateO
emotional
preparedness for battle, j.ndiviedual an(' unit moral, and
Viven that exposure to the effects of tactical
unit cohesiveness.
or even the threat of exposure, can he expected
nuclear weapons,
in
result
to produce levels of psychoioaical stress which could
effects of
the psycholoaical
of these factors,
deqradation
tactical nuclear warfare must be considered an important varjible
100
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affecting

the

response

of

soldiers

ionizing radiation.

to

intermediate

Ooses of

The primary efforts associated
with the intermediate dose
prograir have focused on the capacity of individuals and crews to
function following exposure to radiation,
primarily because the

nature of
this problem, is more
clearly
understooO
d1irectly addressable through
empirical
investigation.

and more
Althouoh

the
psychological
factors will
almost certainly affect the
performance of soldiers on the nuclear battlefield, the extent of
this effect cannot be accurately estimated on the basis of current
know] edge.
In
fact,
this
prob] em
cannot
be
ac'dressee
ciuentitativelv

because

there are no hard data which would permit

an objective estimate of the manner in which performance would
be
affected.
Despite
this
e.iffjculty,
discussion
of
the
psycholoqical issues is
important
in order
to
(a) place
the
estimates
of performance capabilities
in the context of the
broader perspectives of the realities of combat, and (b) provide a
framework
d
evel oped. within which future research efforts in this area may be
The available information eirectly relevant to this problem
is
very limited.
The only two instances of the use of nuclear
weapons in warfare at Hiroshima ane Naqasaki
involved primarily
civilian populations ard provide little information directly
relevant to the response of soldiers
and their
residual combat
capability.
Therefore,
in0irect sources of inform•tion
were
considered
in
attemptinq
to
estimate
the
psychol o0 icaj
consecuences
of tactical
nuclear combat ane their effects on
combat performance.
Some of the sources providinq information
pertinent to this problem includee those that address conventional
combat psychiatry, World War I cas warfare experiences,
human
stress,
medical
psycholoay,
civilian disasters, the Three Vile
Island experience, and human shock or grief responses.
Summary

The Psycholocical component of the stress impinqing upon the
soldier facinq the threat of the modern inteqratee battlefield has
often been addressed with the most attention heina qjven
to the
ceneral
deleterious effects of combat stress, fear, faticue, and
most recently,
exposure to chemical
weapons.
The intearated
battlefield concept emphasizes
thp combination threat of weapon
systems
available
conventional
small

in
the
modern mi itary arsenal,
includino
arms,
hich explosive artillery,
tactical air

support ordinance, as wel] as chemical,
Hiolonical,
and nuclear
weaponry.
The tactical nuclear combat environment is a subset of
the total combat environment of the modern inteqrated battlefield.
The psycholooical effects of the consecruences of tactical nuclear
warfare has received less attention than conventional or chemical
warfare,
perhaps
because of a) the lack of historicel experience
with nuclear weaponry,
or b)
the irability
to rez.listically
conceive
the threat,
or,
the human tendency tc deny or repress
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concepts so threeteninc end overr.)owering, or c) perhars due to the
general
lack of atterticn to nuclear weaporry durina the recert
political climate of eetante ancl antiruclear sentimert,.
Previous efforts to address this problem
have focused upon
estimating
the occurrence of extreme emotional reactions lea.irI
to panic behavior or reuropsychiatric
casualties resultiro
from
total emotional breakdown.
The former response has been generally
ruled out as an expecter occurrence
(Glass, 1956).
The latter
response has been exarined thoroughly hased upon the volumirous
date bases from the previous combat experiences in Wor I
Wa.r II
and Korea (Vinebero, 1965).
A straight forward( recocirition of the fact that intensity of
combat eirectly correlates
with NP casualty rates leads to the
conciusicn that casualties Oue to emotional
breakdown
will
be
higher in
combat
involvir'
nuclear
weapons
than any previous
conflicts involvine
conventional
weapons
alone.
Estimates of
neuropsychiatric
casualty rates basee or ratios referenced to
killeO or wounded in action are likely to be misleaeino,
due to
the fact that much hiqher physical casualty rates will be expected
from the employment of tactical- nuclear weapons.
The greatest impact cn residual combat capability in tactical
nuclear combat may be expected to derive not from neuropsychiatric
casualty rates,
hut from emotional
dlisruptions
which
are
debiiitatinq
from a performarce point of viewr but not severe
breakdown
picture of emotional
enouqh to profuce the classical
represented in the neuropsychiatric casualty.
The
expected
materials
nuclear

foljowina
description
from. troops exposed
describing or analyziro
attacks on Hiroshima

of the emotional
••isruptions
to nuclear attack
are baset on
the behavior of survivors of the
and Napasaki
in l9•5.
These
materials include eyewitness
accounts
Siemes,
1946;
achi ya,
1955),
edited reports of eyewitness
accounts
(Hersey,
1946;
Naqai, 1951), and studi es invol.vino interviews wi.th survivors of
the borbin.s (Janis, 1951;
Fubo, 1952;
Liftor, 1967).
Tbhl]e the
relevance of the behaviors of the civjiiar populations of these
two Japanese cities
in 1945 to the expected behavior of modern
combat troops must be continually cuestioned,
this boey of
th-e only empirical evidence reaardiro the
information represents
psychological response of humTan beings to nuclear attack and
therefore should be carefully considered.
The experience of being expose(- to nuclear attack
can Ye
expected, in the short run, to be an intensely trautmatic emotional
stimulus, capable of rernorinq individuals temporari.y ireffective
in
performijng routine miriitary euties.
TI-h.ie panic behaviors arO
long term emotional disturbances may not he expected, a state of
temporary emotional
disturbance
is to be expected in a sizeabie
but unkrown proportior of Wirdviduals survivina nuclear
-tteck,
charac-terizec
by a shocked, dlOled affect, with little capabilitv
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for behavior beyond

that

reouiree

for

immediate

survive)

and

escape
from the perceived
source of danger. Attempts at other
behaviors may he ineffectual or inappropriate, with the exception
of a smal.] percentage of cases in which heroic, goal-oriented,
selfless hehavior way be expected.
Dependira upon the combination
of many variables affecting
the severity of such emotional
disturbances, this situation may be expected
to persist for a
period of hours to days in the majority of cases.
The variables affectino the susceptibility to and severity of
emotional
disruptions
include trainino and preparedness, combat
experience, leadership, unit cohesion, perceived decree of eancer,
decree of chaos and destruction -inthe Jmrnediate environment, and
decree of isolation.
Variables affectino the rapidity of recovery
include safety and rest, traiJino and preparedness, leadership in
the immediate post-trauma period, cohesiveness and croup support,
ane immediacy, expectancy, and proximity of psychiatric first
aid
treatment.
The behavior of inJividuals followinc nuclear attack can best
he
analyzee within a model that
takes into
account the dimensions
of time ant space (Loqan and KiJlian, 1953).
Since the
emotional
responses
to
disastrous
events
are
characterized
as
fluid,
changeable, and transient
(Class, 1956),
the expected behavior
of
affected
indivJiual.s must
be
referenced
to
a
time
secuence

0

following the traumatic event.
Likewise,
because the physical
destruction anO damage resultinq from a nuclear explosion extends
in a diminishing
fashion over a wide area,
the behavior of
individuals reacting to the eestruction will be impacted inversely
proportionately to their distance from the epicenter.
Recommendations
The most important factor affecting th'e psycholoqical effects
of nuclear warfare that is under the control of miitary command
is the training anr preparedness of individuals
and leaders to
cope with the trauma
of nuclear combat.
Emphasis in trainino
should be on a) realism, in order to reduce the shock
impact of
the
aftermath
of
nuclear attack,
b)
accurate
information
concerning the threat that is faced, ane c) information limiteO to
that which is readily comprehended anc assimriated by the average
individual and which is eirected towards the promotion of his or
her personal welfare.
New research is recommended to determine
the type and amount of information best suited for the traininq of
today's

combat

troops.
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